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Balloon Circle 
Sharing Power Is the Only Way to Keep Afloat

Description

Participants collaborate to keep a balloon floating in the air by passing it 
around in a circle with the option of adding additional challenges. 

Objective

o Build and strengthen relationships among participants

o Deepen understanding of the element of Share Power

Connecting with the Framework

In this activity, participants collaborate as a team to keep their balloon 
afloat. This task, which cannot be completed alone, demonstrates the 
importance of sharing power through collaboration.

Planning and Preparation

Participants: 10-12. If your 
group is larger, split into 
smaller groups to form circles 
of 8-12 people

Materials:

o  Balloons of various colors - up
to three balloons per group

o  Stopwatch (or other form of
keeping time)

Time: 30 minutes

Set up:

o  For this activity, use a space
where participants can circle
up. An area with high ceilings
and open space is ideal. This
activity can be done outdoors,
but wind could make it difficult.

SHARE POWER
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Facilitator Instructions

1.  If participants have been introduced to the Developmental Relationships
Framework, let them know that through this activity we will be
practicing the element of Share Power. Through this activity, they will
have an opportunity to collaborate as work toward a goal together.

2.  Let participants know that they will work as a team to keep a balloon
afloat in the air. They will have to practice their collaboration and
teamwork skills because it is a task that no one person can complete on
their own.

3.  Have participants stand in a circle, close enough to one another that
if they reach their arms to the side, their hands can touch. Explain
that they will start with one balloon that they need to keep in the air.
They can bump it up with their hands or other body parts, as long as it
doesn’t touch the ground. After one person touches the balloon, that
person cannot touch it again until after two other people have touched
it first. Tell participants you will be timing how long they can keep the
balloon from hitting the ground.

4.  Toss the balloon into the circle and begin timing on a stopwatch, as
participants work to keep the balloon in the air. When the balloon hits
the ground, stop the stopwatch and tell participants how long they kept
the balloon in the air. Using that number as a benchmark, have the
group set a goal for how long they want to try to keep the balloon in the
air. (If the first try is particularly short, give the group a few tries before
setting a goal.)

5.  Continue timing the group until they reach their goal. Coach the group
on communicating with each other by asking how they plan to involve
everyone and meet their goals between each round. If they accomplish
their goal quickly, give the group an opportunity to beat their goal or set
a more challenging goal for themselves.
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6.  If time allows, consider the following adaptations to make it more
challenging:

•  Participants may only use certain body parts or lose the option to
use certain body parts over time.

•  Participants must stand on one foot.

•  After one person touches the balloon, they must wait until 5 (or
more) people touch the balloon before they can touch it again.

•  Spread out the circle so the participants are further from one
another.

• Participants may not speak.

•  Add extra balloons so the group needs to keep up to three
balloons up at a time. (Make sure they are different colors or
marked so that participants know which ones they can touch and
which they need to wait for others to touch first.)

Reflect

• How did your group work together to accomplish your goal?

•  Did everyone contribute equally? If so, how did you make sure that
happened? If not, what got in the way?

•  How did it feel to have to wait for others to touch the balloon before
you could touch it again?

• If you added adaptations: Which challenges were the hardest? Why?

•  In life, can you think of times you experienced being excluded or
included? How did it feel?

•  When we are working on something together as a group in the future,
how can we make sure everyone works well together?

Putting It Into Practice
This is an activity that can be 
repeated frequently, particularly 
with the adaptations. Use this game 
as a warm up to other activities that 
require teamwork or collaboration 
or as an energy builder/burner. The 
group could set a long-term goal 
for how long they want to keep the 
balloon in the air and work toward 
it over a longer period of time as 
well.




